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Recap: Handwritten Lexers:

Don’t require sophisticated programming.

Often requires care to avoid non-determinism, or 
potentially expensive backtracking.

Can be fine tuned for performance and for the 
language concerned.

But it might also be something we would want to 
automate …
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Can a Machine do Better?

It can be hard to write a (correct) lexer by hand …

But that’s not surprising: finite state machines are 
low level … an ‘assembly language of lexical 
analysis’

Can we build a lexical analyzer generator that will 
take care of all the dirty details, and let the humans 
work at a higher level?

If so, what would its input look like?
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Formal Languages:
Pick an alphabet A: a set of symbols.
n For lexical analysis, “symbol” = “character”.
n For parsing, “symbol” = “token”.

The set of all finite strings of symbols taken from A is 
written A*.

A language (over A) is a subset of A*

Two issues:
n How do we describe a certain language over A (subset of A*) ?
n How do we check whether a string belongs to the language ?
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Regular Expressions:

A syntax for describing regular languages.

A widely used notation for describing patterns in text 
strings: emacs, vi, grep, awk, perl, …

… but also good for describing the lexical structure 
of a programming language …
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Regular Expressions:

Expression Meaning
r1 r2

Sequencing: text matching r1 followed by text 
matching r2.

r1 | r2
Alternatives: text matching r1 or text 
matching r2.

r* Repetition: text matching r zero or more 
times.

'abc' Constant: matches text abc literally

'c1'..'c2' Range: matches a single character in the range 
between c1 and c2, inclusively.
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Regular Expressions:

Expression Meaning
r+ Repetition: text matching r one ore more 

times. r+ = rr*

( r ) Grouping: text matching r.

r? Optional: Optional text matching r. 

. Wildcard: Matches any single character.

~r Negation: Matches any single character not 
matched by r.

R Rule: Matches the same text matched by the 
regular expression named R.
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Relevant Examples:
Expression Possible Use

('0'..'9')+ Integer literals

'if' The keyword if

('A'..'Z'|'a'..'z')('A'..'Z'|'a'..'z'|'0'..'9'|'_')* Identifier in C++

(' ' | '\t' | '\n')+ Whitespace

'//' .* '\n' C++ comment

  INT FRAC? EXP? Floating point literal

INT : ('0'..'9')+
FRAC : '.' INT
EXP : ('E'|'e') ('+'|'-')? INT

fragment
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Automated Lexer 
Generators
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The lex Family:
lex is a classical Unix tool for generating C 
programs to implement lexical analyzers.

It can also be used as a quick way of generating 
simple text processing utilities.

lex dates from the mid-seventies and has 
spawned a family of clones: flex, ML lex, JLex, 
JFlex, Alex, etc…

Lex and its successors are all based on ideas from 
the theory of formal languages and automata
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Variations on the Theme:
There are quite a few lex-like tools each catering to 
particular
n programming languages
n operating system/environments

They vary in minor details of syntax etc., but the lex 
heritage is usually pretty clear.

Most of them have a lot of features; read the manuals!

In this course we will use ANTLR (www.antlr.org), 
which is a powerful tool for generating both lexers and 
parsers from a common syntactic specification.
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The Ins and Outs of ANTLR:

The input to ANTLR is a grammar file which may 
contain either a lexer specification, or a parser 
specification, or both.

If ANTLR is given a lexer grammar in file MyLex.g, 
its output is a file MyLex.java defining a class 
MyLex that extends a library class Lexer.

The important method of class Lexer is
   Token nextToken();
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The Ins and Outs of ANTLR:

The important methods of interface Token are
   int getType();
   String getText();

The important attributes of class MyLex are 
integer constants denoting token types, with one 
constant defined for each lexer rule in MyLex.g.

To separate lexer rules from parser rules, the 
former names always start with a Capital letter
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ANTLR lexer grammar format:
In file MyLex.g:

lexer grammar MyLex;

… optional declarations …

RULE1 :  regexp1 { optional Java actions } ;

… 

RULEn :  regexpn  { optional Java actions } ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

Lexer rules must begin with an uppercase letter:

ID  : ('a'..'z')+   ;

Actions are optional, the most useful action 
prevents the matched token from being 
returned:

WS  : (' '|'\n')   { skip(); }  ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

Tokens are normally consumed by the code that 
calls lexer.nextToken()

However, rule actions may also produce another 
stream of output

Current lexeme text is available via getText().

Example: a rule for copying input to System.out 
without any change:

TEXT  : .  { System.out.print(getText());} ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

The matched lexeme text may also be 
manipulated via method setText().

A global search and replace utility:

CR    :  ('\r\n'|'\n') { setText("\n"); };

THING :  'compiler'    { setText("thing"); };

TEXT  :  .             ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

Subexpressions in rules may be referenced 
using the $NNN notation.

SPEC : ID '#'       { setText($ID.text); } ;

ID   : 'a'..'z'+ ; 

SEP  : ('#' | ' ' | '\n' | '\r')+ ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

Alternatively, explicit naming of subexpressions 
may be used.

SPEC : i=ID '#' ID?    { setText($i.text); } ;

ID   : 'a'..'z'+ ; 

SEP  : ('#' | ' ' | '\n' | '\r')+ ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

Output for a given pattern may depend on 
context:

@members { 
   boolean flag = false;
}

BEGIN : 'BEGIN'        { flag = true; } ;

END   : 'END'          { flag = false; } ; 

ID    : ('a'..'z')+    { if (!flag) skip(); } ;

WS    : ' ' | '\n'     ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

The maximal munch rule applies

DOUBLE  : '  '   { setText("="); }  ;

SINGLE  : ' '    { setText("-"); }  ;

TEXT  : .                       ;
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Simple ANTLR lexical rules:

If two rules match the same lexeme, the 
first one wins:

IF : 'if'      { setText("IF"); };

ID : ('a'..'z')+

WS      : ' ' | '\n'
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Towards an ANTLR lexer:

A "complete" lexer grammar file.

lexer grammar MyLex;

IF : 'if' ;

ELSE : 'else' ;

IDENT : ('A'..'Z'|'a'..'z')
   ('A'..'Z'|'a'..'z'|'0'..'9')*  ;
LPAR    : '(' ;

RPAR    : ')' ;

WS : (' '|'\n'|'\t')+    { skip(); } ;

COMMENT : '//' .* '\n'        { skip(); } ;
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Towards an ANTLR lexer:
Calling the lexer repeatedly:
 
ANTLRInputStream input = new ANTLRInputStream(System.in);
MyLex lexer = new MyLex(input);
Token t;
do {
   t = lexer.nextToken();
} while (t.getType() != MyLex.EOF);

System.out.println("Success");

Failures throw an exception, default handling 
is automatically in place!
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The Theory Behind
Regular Expression 
Recognition
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How lex & friends work:
Lex, et el., tackle the generation of lexers 
via two intermediate stages:

regular expression
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How lex & friends work:
Lex, et el., tackle the generation of lexers 
via two intermediate stages:

regular expression

A non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA)
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How lex & friends work:
Lex, et el., tackle the generation of lexers 
via two intermediate stages:

regular expression

A non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA)

A deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
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How lex & friends work:
Lex, et el., tackle the generation of lexers 
via two intermediate stages:

regular expression

A non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA)

A deterministic finite automaton (DFA)

C/Java/… code
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Finite Automata
Abstract devices for recognizing (checking) whether 
a string belongs to some regular language

For a given string, a finite automaton either accepts 
it (the string belongs to the corresponding 
language), or rejects it

Intuitive way of operation: based on the current 
state and the next input character, either reject the 
character, or accept it and go to the next state
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Finite Automata:
We will use the following symbols to 
describe automata:

n

n

a

ε

state number n

state number n, accepting

A transition on symbol a

A transition without any input
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(Non) Deterministic?

A machine is non-deterministic (an NFA) if there 
is a state with:
n more than one transition on the same symbol; or
n with an ε transition.

Otherwise, the machine is deterministic (a DFA).
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Example:
Given a regular expression (a|b)*ab, we can 
build a corresponding NFA:

An equivalent DFA:

0 21a b
a

b

0 1a

2

b

b

a

a

b
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Building NFAs:
We will describe the construction of NFAs as a 
process that takes:
n A regular expression r; and
n A pointer s to another machine.

The result is a machine:

… which recognizes r, and then goes to s.

r s
NFA(r,s)
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Building the Main Recognizer:
For an input file with patterns r1,…,rn and 
corresponding actions a1,…,an, we construct the 
following NFA:

r1

rn

ε

ε

…
…
…

Do action  a1 if 
we accept here

Do action  an if 
we accept here
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 NFA(ε,      ) =

 NFA(c,      ) =  

 NFA(r1r2,      )

                    =   NFA(r1, NFA(r2,       ))

                    =
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Simple Cases:

s

  sc

s

s

s

r1 r2 s

s
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 NFA(r1|r2,      )  =

 NFA(r*,       )    = 

34

Alternatives and Repetition:

s

s

r1

r

s

r2 s

ε

ε

ε

s
ε
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Following the Algorithm:

Let’s use the algorithm to build an NFA for the 
regular expression (a|b)*ab:
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 (a|b)*ab

NFA((a|b)*ab, s)
 s

Following the Algorithm:

Let’s use the algorithm to build an NFA for the 
regular expression (a|b)*ab:
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(a|b)*  ab

NFA((a|b)*, NFA(ab, s))

NFA(ab, s) s

Following the Algorithm:
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(a|b)*  a

NFA((a|b)*, NFA(ab, s))

NFA(a,NFA(b, s))

b

NFA(b,s)        
s

Following the Algorithm:
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(a|b)*  a

NFA((a|b)*, NFA(ab, s))

NFA(a,s1)

s1

 

Following the Algorithm:

b
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(a|b)*  

NFA((a|b)*, s2)

s2

 

b
 

a

Following the Algorithm:
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NFA((a|b)*, s2)

s2

 

b
 

a
a|b

ε

 m

NFA(a|b, m)

Following the Algorithm:

ε
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NFA((a|b)*, s2)

s2

 

b
 

a

a

ε

ε

 m  

b

ε

ε

NFA(a,m)

NFA(b,m)

Following the Algorithm:
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NFA((a|b)*, s2)

s2

 

b
 

a
ε

 

b

ε

ε
NFA(b,m)

 
a

Following the Algorithm:

ε m
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NFA((a|b)*, s2)

s2

 

b
 

a
ε

 

ε

ε

 
a

 
b

Following the Algorithm:

 m ε
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NFA((a|b)*, s2)

s2

 

b
 

a
ε

 

ε

ε

 
a

 
b

Following the Algorithm:

The right structure, but more complex than we 
might have hoped … we’ll fix this soon …

 m ε
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From NFAs to DFAs:
Consider the simple NFA for (a|b)*ab:

How do we know which branch to take in 
state 0 when we see an a?
n We might end up in state 0 or in state 1.
n Let’s make this alternative explicit!

0 21a b

a

b
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Key idea: label every state in the DFA 
with a set of NFA states:
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Illustrating NFA to DFA:

{0,1}
a

{0}

b

b

a

a

{0,2}

b

0 21a b

a

b
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Making a DFA for the Example:

Start state is {0}
From {0}, we can reach {0,1,2,3,4} without any 
input (this is the ε-closure of {0}).
{0,1,2,3,4} goes to {0,5}, hence {0,1,2,3,4,5} on a.
{0,1,2,3,4} goes to {0}, hence {0,1,2,3,4} on b.

65

b
4

a
ε

ε

0 1

ε

ε

2 a

3 b
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ε-closure:
If S is a set of NFA states, the ε-closure of S is 
the set of all states that can be reached from S 
by an ε-transition.

If s ∈ S, then s ∈ ε-closure(S).

If s ∈ ε-closure(S), and there is an ε-transition 
from s to t, then t ∈ ε-closure(S).
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{0,1,2,3,4,5} goes to {0,5}, hence {0,1,2,3,4,5} on a.
{0,1,2,3,4,5} goes to {0,6}, hence {0,1,2,3,4,6} on b.

65
b

4
a

ε

ε

0 1

ε

ε

2 a

3 b

Making a DFA for the Example:
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{0,1,2,3,4,6} goes to {0,5}, hence {0,1,2,3,4,5} on a.
{0,1,2,3,4,6} goes to {0}, hence {0,1,2,3,4,6} on b.
{0,1,2,3,4,6} is an accept state in the DFA because 6 is 
an accept in the NFA.

654ε

ε

0 1

ε

ε

2 a

3 b

Making a DFA for the Example:

ba
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The Final DFA:

0,1,2,
3,4

0,1,2,3,
4,5

a

0,1,2,3,
4,6

b

b

a

a

b
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More Formally:
If the start state of the NFA is labeled n, then the 
start state of the DFA is labeled ε-closure({n}).

For each character a∈A and for each state X, there 
is a single transition from X on a which goes to the 
state:
   Y = ε-closure({ y | x∈X and x goes to y on a in the NFA })

A state X in the DFA is an accept state if any x∈X is 
an accept state in the NFA.

We can delete/ignore any transitions to the empty 
state, {}, because a transition to {} will never lead 
to an accept state.
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State Explosion?
In theory, given an NFA with n distinct 
states, the corresponding DFA might have as 
many as 2n distinct states!

In practice, we need only consider those 
states that are reachable from the initial start 
state; this is usually much lower than 2n.
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DFA Minimization:
Is this DFA the only DFA that will recognize (a|b)*ab?
Clearly not:

But every regular set is recognized by a minimum state 
DFA that is unique up to state names.
DFA minimization, however, is beyond the scope of this 
class …

a

b

b

a

a

b

a

b
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From DFA to Implementation:
The lex approach – use a general, table 
driven algorithm:

           for (;;) {
                  state = table[state][getchar()];
                  if (state==ACCEPT)
                        break;
                  if (state == X)
                        throw (new ScanError());
           }
           /* user code */
           return TOKEN23;

State ‘a’ ‘b’ ‘c’ ‘d’ ‘e’ …

… … … … … … …

34 37 14 ACCEPT X X …

… … … … … … …
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From DFA to Implementation:
The flex approach – generate custom 
executable code:

         …
         state34 : switch(getChar()) {
                            case ‘a’  : goto state37;
                            case ‘b’  : goto state14;
                            case ‘c’  : goto accept;
                            default  : goto stuck;
                         }

…
accept:   /* user code */ { return TOKEN23; }
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From DFA to Implementation:
The ANTLR approach – table-driven as lex, 
but DFAs are customized for each decision 
point (in both the lexer and the parser)
…

        int  alt = dfaN.predict(input);
        switch (alt) {
               case 1  : matchIDENT(); break;
               case 2  : matchINT(); break;
               case 3  : matchFLOAT(); break;
               case 4  : matchCOMMENT(); continue;
                …

}
…
return state.token;

More on this technique in relation to parsing!
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Handwritten or Machine Generated?
A mildly controversial topic!

Issues include:
n How efficient is the generated lexer?

n How easily does it interface to other code ?

n How natural is the input?  If the language you are 
compiling has some awkward features, the lexers 
produced by a tool might need some massaging 
to do “the right thing”.

n How good are the error messages?
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Summary:
Regular expressions provide a high-level 
language for describing lexemes.

lex is a useful tool for text processing … and 
also for writing lexers …

lex works by mapping regular expressions to 
NFAs, and then mapping them to DFAs.
n Automates the task of removing non-determinism.

We use ANTLR in the course project, but after 
that, the choice is yours!
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Lab Project (step 1):
Implement a lexer for MiniJava, using ANTLR.

The class Main shall contain a main method that calls the 
lexer repeatedly when given -l as argument., and print 
”Lexical analysis succeeded/failed” as appropriate.

The lexer shall handle the MiniJava test suite correctly.

There is an automatic testsuite on the student machines:
/afs/ltu.se/students/l/e/leijon/testsuite/testsuite.pl

The MiniJava syntax is described in Appel, Appendix 1, 
but we add one exception:

 No /* nested /* comments */ necessary! */

See the webpage for details, deadline on the 24th.
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Reading instructions
You should now have finished Chapter 3.

Next we move on to parsing.
n Start with chapter 4.1-4.4, Grammars & Top-

Down parsing.

60
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